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LP SYSTEM
All our units are equipped with their own on-board LP system. There is an LP tank equipped with a pressure regulator
and automatic shutoff for safety.
The LP system operates the furnace, water heater, refrigerator (can also run on 110v electricity) and stove/oven. When
you’re operating one of these appliances, make sure the propane valve located on the propane tank is open. This is a screw type
valve. Turn it counter clockwise to open and clockwise to close.
Check the propane level in the tank to insure sufficient fuel supply. This can be done at the monitor panel or on the tank
itself. If you’re in doubt, light one of the burners on the stove.
If your unit is equipped with an LP Detector, you must make sure it’s on. If not, you won’t be able to get propane to any
of the appliances. If you’re not getting propane to the appliances, reset the detector.
Please keep in mind that propane tanks will only fill to 80% of capacity and the fuel level gauges rarely read Full. Your
unit had a minimum of 1/2 tank of propane when you picked it up. In most cases, this will last for a couple of weeks unless you
are using the furnace a lot. None of the other appliances use a lot of propane.
If you run out of propane or feel you’re getting low, stop and fill the tank at any licensed propane station. Many RV
parks sell propane and can accommodate you. The first tank of propane is included in your rental. If you require additional
propane, it will be at your expense.
Travel trailers do not have a level monitor for the propane tank. If you are not getting propane proceed to the front of
the trailer and turn the lever located at the top in between both tanks. Turn it in the opposite direction of the current setting and it
will switch to the other propane tank, if still no propane is coming through the coach, you can also try placing the lever straight
up and down. If no propane is being received the tanks may need to be refilled.
CAUTIONS:
When filling the propane tank, make certain all the appliances are off and everyone exits the coach
before fueling begins.
When filling the vehicle’s gasoline tank, make certain all appliances are off and the propane valve on the propane
tank is closed.
If, at any time, you smell propane immediately close the propane valve on the propane tank, open the windows
and doors so the coach can “air out” and exit the coach. Call our customer service line for assistance before resuming
your trip.

